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Music from the 'Golden Age' of Portugal
Although the music of Portugal's 'golden age' is becoming better-known, a large

proportion of the repertory has not yet been performed in modern times, or

recorded. Through the research ofOwen Rees, director ofthe Cambridge Taverner

Choir, a great deal of this music is being brought to light. Of the greatest

composers working in Lisbon in the late sixteenth and seventeenth cenhries,
Duarte Lobo (chapeknaster at Lisbon Cathedral from at least 1594 until his death

h 1646) has fared worst: there is still no modern edition of most of his survtving

outpu! which includes a substantial number of pieces for two or more choirs, such

as the il4lssc Cantate Domino perfonned tonight. A striking aspect of this work is

the alternation of passages in the stately note-values of the l6th-cenhrry sti/e

antico ('old style') and others where the text is declaimed in a much more

exuberant manner (as in the 'Christe ').
On the same side of Lisbon as the Cathedral stands the imposrng Augustinian

Monastery of 56o Vicente, where the chapelmaster was-for several periods in the

late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries-the eminent composer Pedro de

Cristo. Lobo would certainly have had contact with his counterpart at S5o Vicente,

who likewise produced a sigrificant number of works scored for two choirs.

Tonight's concert begins with his dramatic setting of Osanna Filio David, sening

the acclamation of the crowd at Jesus's entry into Jerusalem.

Among the other most sigrificant composers working in Lisbon at this time

was Filipe de Magalhdes, who was chapelmaster of the Royal Chapel. His srx-

voice motet Commissa mea pavesco is a wonderfully poigrrant setting of a

penitential text.



Programme

Music from the .Golden Age, of portugal

Osanna Filio David pedro de Cristo (c. 1550_16lS)

Missa Cantate Domino (8 voices) Duarte Lobo (c. 1565_1646)
Kyne
Gloria

Commissa mea pavesco Filipe de Magalhies (c. 157l_1652)

Missa Cantate Domino Duarte Lobo
Credo

Audivi vocem de calo

Missa Cantate Domino
Sanctus
Benedictus
Agnus Dei

Duarte Lobo

Duarte Lobo

INTERVAL of l5 mintues

Music from Tudor and Stuart England

Laudibus in sanctis William Byrd (c. 1540_1623)

Sleep, fleshly birth Robert Ramsey (/t. c. l6t2_1644)
How are the mighty fallen Robert Ramsey

O nata lux Thomas Tallis (c. l50G_15g51
Salvator mundi Thomas Tallis

Infelix ego William Bwd
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